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Abstract

Cognitive radio has been an active research area in wireless communications over the past 10 years. TV Digital
Switch Over resulted in new regulatory regimes, which offer the first large-scale opportunity for cognitive radio
and networks. This article considers the most recent regulatory rules for TV White Space opportunistic usage, and
proposes technologies to operate in these bands. It addresses techniques to assess channel vacancy by the
cognitive radio, focusing on the two incumbent systems of the TV bands, namely TV stations and wireless
microphones. Spectrum-sensing performance is discussed under TV White Space regulation parameters. Then,
modulation schemes for the opportunistic radio are discussed, showing the limitations of classical multi-carrier
techniques and the advantages of filter bank modulations. In particular, the low adjacent band leakage of filter
bank is addressed, and its benefit for spectrum pooling is stressed as a means to offer broadband access through
channel aggregation.

1 Introduction
Cognitive radio (CR) has been a major research topic in
the radio communication community since it was intro-
duced by Mitola in the early 2000s [1]. Cognitive Radio
capitalizes on the flexible radio concept by setting the
configuration of a flexible radio according to sensing
and decision-making capabilities. Unfortunately, large-
scale deployment of CR in civil telecommunication sys-
tems was somewhat limited. This is mainly because its
full benefits would require disruptive regulation rules,
where spectrum resources would be allocated according
to actual needs at a specific location in space and time,
rather than ruled by fixed frequency assignments [2].
Therefore, first experimental over-the-air testbeds were
restricted to the ISM bands [3-5] and/or to the research
community [6,7].
In some countries, the so-called digital switch over

(DSO) in TV bands has recently resulted in relaxed reg-
ulatory regimes, where unlicensed spectrum use is
allowed, provided that non-harmful interference to
incumbent systems is guaranteed. This move was first
initiated in the USA, where the first proposed rules for
the “Unlicensed Operation in the TV Broadcast Bands”
were published as early as 2004 [8], with the final set of

rules in 2009 [9] and an additional notice in 2011 [10].
A similar trend is currently under way in other coun-
tries: for example, in the UK [11], Europe [12], and Aus-
tralia [13]. As a consequence, the unused TV spectrum,
referred to as TV White Space (TVWS), has become
one of the very first portions of the spectrum where the
concepts of CR meet regulatory and actual deployment-
driven requirement figures.
Standardization actions to exploit the TVWS have

been carried out within IEEE802 groups, first in
IEEE802.22 [14], and more recently in IEEE802.11af
[15]. Both standards further develop previous technolo-
gies (respectively, IEEE802.16 and IEEE802.11a) to make
them fit the specific requirements of the TVWS to
enable rapid availability of white space devices (WSD)
on the market. Similarly, the study of the CogNea con-
sortium to deliver the ECMA392 standard can also be
mentioned [16,17].
This article aims at highlighting the challenges to

improve TVWS resource usage, suggesting new physical
layer (PHY) options compared to those developed in
these standards. Section 2 summarizes the regulation
regimes for TV spectrum in the USA, the UK, and other
countries to identify the key technical requirements for
the rest of the article. Section 3 describes techniques to
assess the vacancy of TV channels and ensure non-
interference with incumbents. The detection of both* Correspondence: dominique.noguet@cea.fr
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digital terrestrial television (DTT) and wireless micro-
phones is discussed, considering sensing and geo-loca-
tion based approaches. Section 4 analyzes the specific
nature of the fragmented TVWS and the stringent
requirements on adjacent band leakage to suggest a new
approach for the PHY in the TVWS, using filter bank
modulation (FBMC) and spectrum pooling techniques.

2 Context of the TVWS and key requirements
The DSO has pushed regulators to restack TV channel
allocation, thanks to the higher spectrum efficiency of
DTT over its analog counterpart. This resulted in
“cleared spectrum” portions also called “the digital divi-
dend.” In addition, for spectrum planning reasons, the
channels allocated to TV transmitters are interleaved,
and only few channels are used by TV broadcasts at one
specific location [18]. The example of the post-DSO
channel map in the UK is provided in Figure 1.
It is envisaged that cleared spectrum be allocated to

specific and potentially licensed services. This is already
the case of the 800 MHz band (ch61-ch68), where a
continuous portion of 72 MHz has been harmonized
across Europe, Middle East, and Africa [19] and in the
UK [20] for potential cellular extensions, and further
harmonization of the digital dividend is still to be
expected [21]. Thus, CR technology is foreseen to occur
in the interleaved spectrum where opportunistic usage is
expected, as non-interference with incumbents is
requested in these channels. Owing to the good propa-
gation properties of UHF signals, various scenarios are
foreseen [22].
In all countries where TVWS opportunistic access is

allowed or considered, non-interference with incum-
bents relies on an overlay mechanism for which spec-
trum usage is allowed in channels vacant of any

incumbent transmission [23]. Overlay mechanism
implies that, before setting an opportunistic transmis-
sion, the opportunistic system ensures that the target
band is vacant of incumbent operation. In fact, the
actual constraint is that there should be no victim
device (i.e., incumbent receiver) using the frequency tar-
geted by the opportunistic system in the coverage area
of this opportunistic system (Figure 2). The likelihood of
interference is tied to the choice on parameter values,
whether it is sensor sensitivity (when a sensing based
approach is used), or positioning accuracy (when the
“no talk area” is determined by a geo-location
approach), and of course, emission power levels [24]. In
any case, incumbent protection has to be traded against
the inhibition of opportunistic access.
Although cognitive access is being considered by many

regulators around the world, few of them have agreed on
parameter figures. As far as spectrum sensing is concerned,
the UK communications regulator (OFCOM) recommends
a sensing sensitivity of -120 dBm, assuming DTT receiver
sensitivity of -78 dBm [11]. In its first set of rules, the US
federal communications commission (FCC) recommended
a DTT signal sensing sensitivity of -114 dBm [9]. It shall
be noted that the OFCOM and the FCC consider channels
of 8 and 6 MHz, respectively. An opportunistic system is
also requested to detect potential apparition of an incum-
bent signal and to evacuate the band whenever this situa-
tion occurs. The FCC [9] requires that in-service
monitoring is performed at least every 60 s, and that the
channel is released within an evacuation time of no more
than 2 s. The OFCOM considers more conservative fig-
ures, since time between sensing is limited to 1 s [11].
Similarly, transmit power of opportunistic systems is

limited to levels that ensure non-interference with DTT
systems. Again, these levels depend on the assumption

Figure 1 Post-DSO allocation proposal in the UK (source: [11]).
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about the configuration of opportunistic transmitter to
the victim device receiver (including geometry and
antenna pattern). Altogether, [11] considers a path loss
of 55 dB from the opportunistic transmission to the vic-
tim device. Then, taking into account the rejection cap-
abilities of TV channelization filters (a cautious value is
typically 30 dB), and a safety margin of 3 dB, it can be
concluded that opportunistic system maximal power
level should be set to 4 dBm (2.5 mW) equivalent iso-
tropically radiated power (EIRP) in channels adjacent to
DTT services. However, in non-adjacent channels, filters
have much better rejection capabilities, and the
OFCOM concluded that 17 dBm (50 mW) EIRP could
be allowed in these channels. Similarly, out-of-band
radiation has to be limited considering the -78 dBm sen-
sitivity and a 20 dB co-channel carrier over interference
(C/I) ratio. Considering the same path loss and a safety
margin as above, [11] concludes that out-of-band

radiation should be kept below -46 dBm. This results in
spectrum masks presented in Figure 3.
The FCC defines power levels in a different way. First,

two types of devices are considered in [9]. Fixed devices
(FDs) are allowed to operate at up to 30 dBm (1 W) trans-
mit power and with a gain antenna to achieve 36 dBm (4
W) EIRP. Personal/portable devices (PPD) are allowed to
operate at up to 20 dBm (100 mW) EIRP in non-adjacent
channels (with PSD of 1.67 mW/100 kHz). This limit is
reduced to 16 dBm (40 mW) EIRP when operating on a
channel adjacent to a TV-occupied channel (with PSD of
0.7 mW/100 kHz). Antenna gain is not allowed for PPD.
The FCC also modifies the power requirements of PPDs
according to the way primary systems are detected. The
FCC suggests that PPDs should either have geo-location
capabilities or be under the control of an FD. The FCC
imposes PPD that do not operate under these conditions
to have spectrum sensing capabilities to detect TV sta-
tions. However, transmit power is limited to 17 dBm (50
mW) EIRP for these devices. Other than transmit powers,
the FCC states that out-of-band emissions should be lim-
ited to 55 dB below the power level in the bands they
occupy, as measured in a band of 100 kHz. It should be
noted that FDs are not allowed to operate in adjacent
channels, which means that the maximal interference level
should be calculated considering the 4 mW condition,
leading to levels similar to the one of the OFCOM (-47
dBm for a 6 MHz channel). Table 1 recaps the key para-
meters as required by the FCC and OFCOM that will be
further analyzed in the rest of the article.

3 Spectrum vacancy detection
The main purpose of vacant channel detection is to pro-
tect TV bands incumbents: DTT and program making

Figure 2 Example of TV (TV_TX) and opportunistic system
(O_TX) operating in the same channel.
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Figure 3 Spectrum mask for opportunistic usage in the TVWS as suggested by OFCOM.
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and special events (PMSE) services. Different approaches
have been envisaged by regulators to determine whether
spectrum is free: spectrum sensing, geo-location, and
beaconing, although the latter has not been identified as
a suitable option [11,25].
WSD is based on sensing assess spectrum vacancy

without any support from the infrastructure. The hidden
device problem may result in some residual probability
of interference [26]. This has pushed regulators to con-
sider very conservative scenarios and to impose very
high sensitivity requirements (see Table 1). Moreover,
signals in adjacent channels and fluctuating signal levels
may lead to even more demanding detection contexts.
Several blind and signal-specific feature-based techni-
ques have been proposed to perform sensing: spectral
correlation, time-domain cyclostationarity, eigenvalue
decomposition, pilot detection, higher order statistics
analysis [27].
In the UHF TV bands (typically 470-862 MHz), the

primary system is the DTT broadcast. Thus, the detec-
tor can exploit a priori knowledge of the waveform to
improve its sensitivity at low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
[27]. In this article, DTT systems comply with the DVB-
T standard. DVB-T is used in many countries including
Europe, India, Australia, Russia, and some Asian, Afri-
can and American countries. The DVB-T signal is built
on the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) modulation. OFDM has strong cyclostationary
features stemming from the presence of the cyclic prefix
(CP). For this reason, cyclostationarity detector has been
proposed as one of the most promising technique for
DVB-T signal sensing [28]. Theoretical aspects of
cyclostationary detection have been thoroughly
addressed in the literature [29-32], and more recently in
the specific context of CR [28,33-36]. Implementation of
cyclostationary spectrum density (CSD) detectors has
been proposed in [37,38] in a general CR context where

the cyclic frequencies of the signal to detect are
unknown. In [39], we proposed a hardware architecture
for specific OFDM waveforms (i.e., WiFi and DVB-T)
based on the cyclostationarity algorithm presented in
[28]. It performs like CSD where the analyzed cyclic fre-
quencies are restricted to the ones of the a-priori-
known waveform. As [39] is tailored to these specific
cyclic tones, the implementation complexity could be
reduced compared with CSD. It was also highlighted in
[39] that the DVB-T detector can benefit from long
integration time thanks to the broadcast nature of the
DTT signal.
In order to assess the performance of [39] against

the specifications of Table 1, the DVB-T detector was
implemented on a complete testbed including an RF
front-end [40]. The DVB-T standard defines different
fast Fourier transform (FFT) sizes (2048, 4096, or
8192) and different CP lengths (1/32, 1/16, 1/8, 1/4).
In practice, deployments consider a smaller set of
parameters depending on the country. The proposed
architecture is tuned to the DVB-T parameter set used
in France (FFT size = 8192 and CP ratio = 1/32). Fig-
ure 4 gives the sensing sensitivity of the complete
testbed as a function of the sensing duration, consider-
ing a probability of false alarm of 10% and a probabil-
ity of detection of 90%. It is compared to the
sensitivity obtained by simulations under perfect chan-
nel conditions as in [28]. Simulated results are pro-
vided, which consider a perfect RF with a zero noise
figure to show the detector’s sensitivity bound. They
show that the -120 dBm sensitivity could be reached
after 150 ms. The gap between simulation and mea-
surements is approximately 10 dB and comes from
implementation issues as discussed in [40]. Because
the front-end operates close to its sensitivity limit, the
main contributor to the measurement degradation is
the 9 dB noise figure of the front-end.

Table 1 Key FCC and OFCOM requirements

Parameter FCC [9] OFCOM [11] Note

Sensing sensitivity for DTT -114 dBm -120 dBm

Sensing sensitivity for wireless microphones -114 dBm -126 dBm In 200 kHz bandwidth

Power for FD in adjacent band Not
allowed

Not
applicable

Power for FD in non-adjacent band with geo-location capability 30 dBm Not
applicable

FCC: 36 dBm EIRP with a gain antenna

Power for PPD in adjacent band 16 dBm 4 dBm Gain antenna not allowed

Power for PPD in non-adjacent band with geo-location capability 20 dBm 17 dBm Gain antenna not allowed

Power for PPD in non-adjacent band without geo-location
capability

17 dBm

Out-of-band performance <55 dB <-46 dBm Relative to in-band power in the case of the
FCC

In-service monitoring period 60 s 1 s

Evacuation time 2 s Not specified
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Consequently, measurement results show that at least
2 seconds are needed to reach the sensing sensitivity
required by OFCOM’s recommendation. Thus, the pro-
posed architecture fits the relaxed requirements of the
FCC but needs to be improved to reach the OFCOM
ones (see Section 2). Moreover, it is expected that inte-
gration time will be larger than channel coherence time
(Tc), even for the simulated case (e.g., Tc = 65 ms, at
700 MHz and for mobile scenario of 10 km/h according
to [41]). Therefore, additional channel variation com-
pensation would be required, leading to a more complex
implementation.
Furthermore, performance results of Figure 4 only

consider one set of DVB-T parameters, which is a favor-
able scenario. In some countries, DVB-T broadcast may
use several parameter sets and the sensor must be able
to detect each of these configurations. Scanning several
parameter sets would increase the complexity of the
detector or would result in longer sensing time.
The main PMSE services to be detected are wireless

microphones. Most of the literature references suggest
the use of blind detection [42]. They are based on eigen-
value decomposition, spectral correlation, or energy
detection [26]. Wireless microphone FM signal occupies
a 200 kHz band in a 8 MHz channel. In [43], we pro-
pose a semi-blind detector based on the Teager-Kaiser
energy operator [44]. It is based on the nonlinear model
of the FM signal energy to estimate the energy accu-
rately. An alternative promising solution performs
energy calculation in the frequency domain on the
microphone actual bandwidth [45]. It uses an FFT to

compute the frequency response of the signal. Once the
FFT is performed, the 8 MHz band can be decomposed
into sub-bands, and the energy can be estimated on
each sub-band. This algorithm is called the “frequency
domain energy detector.”
The Teager-Kaiser energy detector allows a 2 dB

detection gain compared to the energy detection, while
the frequency domain energy detector allows a 5.5 dB
detection gain and outperforms the autocorrelation
detection as discussed in [43].
The choice of detector is also a trade-off between its

performance and its complexity. Table 2 gives the com-
plexity of each detector in terms of number of multipli-
cations. The Teager-Kaiser energy detector does not
induce an important increase in the computational com-
plexity compared to the energy detector, while the fre-
quency-domain energy detector and the autocorrelation
detector have a much more important complexity.
How these detectors meet the regulation requirements

presented in Section 2 is the main objective of our ana-
lysis. Figure 5 gives simulated sensing sensitivity as a
function of the sensing duration for each detector. The
sensitivity requirement in [11] is quoted for 200 -kHz
channels. Thus, in order to process a complete 8 MHz
channel, either the same algorithm is applied to the 8
MHz channel, or successively to subchannels of 200
kHz. In the first case, sensitivity is reduced by 16 dB. In
the latter case, the detection duration should be multi-
plied by the number of 200 kHz steps within the 8 MHz
channel. This would end up to 480 ms for the fre-
quency-domain energy detector if steps of 100 kHz were

Figure 4 Sensitivity versus sensing duration of the cyclostationnarity detector.
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considered. The detection duration reaches 2400 ms in
the case of the Teager-Kaiser energy detector. These
results are reached under perfect channel conditions
without fading and radio or hardware impairments. As
we concluded for the DVB-T signal detection, this per-
formance is expected to be degraded in a real system
with hardware implementation of the algorithms, where
limitations from front-end noise figure has to be
introduced.
From these results, it can be understood that sensing

is not foreseen as a short term large market option con-
sidering current requirements. The issue is made even
more complex in the case of PMSE services which are
more dynamic than DTT transmitters. One option is to
have a harbor channel for PMSE transmission and to
prohibit the opportunistic use of this channel. This solu-
tion has been adopted in the UK where channel 38 is
already dedicated to PMSE transmission (see Section 2).
However, in many countries, PMSE services are allowed
to use any of the UHF bands, and this solution will
induce deep modifications for the PMSE manufacturers,
making it hard to generalize to all countries.

Geo-location-based approach is an alternative to sen-
sing. The FFC and the OFCOM recommend location
accuracies of 50 m [9] and 100 m [11], respectively. The
accuracy of commercially available global positioning
system (GPS) receivers meets these requirements [46]
where the signal is available. Hybrid geo-location tech-
nologies have emerged to extend GPS coverage [46,47]
(e.g., for indoor applications). Therefore, providing geo-
location information is not a major challenge for a
WSD. Channel vacancy assessment requires a global
infrastructure where the location information is an entry
to a database. This centralized approach enables a more
flexible management, since the protection margins may
be globally modified by updating the database. The
main challenges are on the database management, main-
tenance, and information exchange. They have been
identified by the OFCOM [48]. For instance, how fre-
quently should the database be updated is an open issue
to consider non-permanent incumbents, such as PMSE
devices. Another issue is the propagation model to be
considered to determine white space areas. Accurate
models need to be developed, as conservative ones

Table 2 Complexity evaluation of the wireless microphone detectors for Ns samples

Complexity in number of complex multiplication

Energy detector Ns

Teager-Kaiser detector 2*Ns

Autocorrelation detector Ns*Ns

Frequency domain energy detector Ns*log2(Ns) + Ns

Figure 5 Sensing sensitivity versus sensing duration of several wireless microphone detectors.
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would lead to a dramatic reduction of available white
space.

4 Modulation schemes for opportunistic radio
Multicarrier modulation techniques in general, and
OFDM in particular, have developed as the most
adapted techniques for broadband wireless communica-
tions. These waveforms have proven their worth in var-
ious applications and standards, and are commonly
deployed in broadcast applications (DAB, DVB-T) as
well as mobile wireless communications (WLAN, LTE).
A relatively simple equalization and high bandwidth effi-
ciency have been so far the main motivations for using
OFDM when data are to be transmitted over a wireless
multipath channel. Owing to the narrowband subcar-
riers, the CP in combination with channel coding,
OFDM modulation techniques have led to very robust
and reliable systems. The modulation technique is there-
fore a natural choice for CR in the TVWS.
However, when it comes to spectral properties, OFDM

waveform shows some limitations. An analytic expres-
sion for the power spectral density of the OFDM with
CP (CP-OFDM) waveform is proposed in [49]. The
result of the derived expression is recalled in (1):

P
(
f
)
=

1
Ts

∑
k

∣∣Gk
(
f
)∣∣2 [

1 + 2
CP

N + CP
cos

(
2π f
�f

)]
(1)

where N is the number of carriers in the OFDM wave-
form, and CP is the duration of the cyclic prefix, Δ, is
the carrier spacing, and Gk(f) is the power spectral den-
sity of the pulse on carrier k. Assuming a brickwall fil-
ter, Gk(f) becomes the sinc2 function centered on the
active carrier. Figure 6 describes the power spectral

density function of an OFDM waveform exhibiting simi-
lar parameters as defined in LTE: carrier spacing is set
to 15 kHz, the size of FFT is set to 1024, and CP to 72
samples. Different active bandwidths corresponding to
different number of active carriers are represented
assuming an 8 MHz emission spectrum mask (ESM).
The results highlight the necessity for a transmit filter

cascaded after the modulator to limit the leakage of out-
of-band signal power and meet the rejection level
requirements of 55 dB introduced in Section 2. In order
to understand the requirements on the transmit filter,
we derive the rejection requirement on the transmit fil-
ter and then extrapolate the number of taps required for
a finite impulse response implementation of the filter.
The filter length is estimated using an equiripple low-
pass implementation and should be applied to both real
and imaginary components of the baseband signal. In
order to keep the distortion of the OFDM signal to a
reasonable level at the output of the transmitter, the rip-
ple in the band is set to 0.5 dB, while the end of the
passband is set to the limit of the occupied bandwidth.
Table 3 summarizes the results for the different sce-

narios of Figure 6.
The length and the complexity of the transmit filter

increase dramatically as the guard band is reduced. A
compromise between spectral efficiency and complexity
has to be found.
The main shortcoming of the OFDM waveform iden-

tified here originates from the large side-lobes because
of the rectangular shaping of the temporal signal. Severe
out-of-band leakage constraints have been set to guaran-
tee non-interference to adjacent incumbent transmis-
sion. Therefore, OFDM-based opportunistic radio

Figure 6 Power Spectral Density of CP-OFDM waveforms.
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transmitters require either very complex transmit filters,
or large frequency guard. A solution introduced by
Chang [50] and Saltzberg [51] in the mid-1960s suggests
combining filtering and multicarrier modulation techni-
ques. This solution is becoming a strong contender to
replace OFDM for CR applications [52], whenever dras-
tic adjacent incumbent protection is required, as in the
case of TVWS communication. This alternative solution
is known as filter bank multicarrier communication
techniques or FBMC.
FBMC allows the control of the frequency response of

each carrier by introducing a filter bank, gk, centered on
every active carrier and based on the same prototype
response. The orthogonality of overlapping carriers is
not preserved as for OFDM techniques, and the symbol
spans over more than one symbol duration. Instead, an
offset-QAM (OQAM) transmitted at twice the symbol
rate enables mitigation of the impact of intersymbol and
intercarrier interference, while keeping the same overall
bandwidth [53]. This technique is usually referred to as
OFDM/OQAM in the literature.
Figure 7 compares OFDM and FBMC spectra using a

prototype filter as introduced in [54]. The proposed pro-
totype filter spans over K OFDM symbols. K is selected
as a trade-off between adjacent carrier power rejection
and complexity. A conservative value of K = 4 has been

chosen to meet the rejection requirement level of 55 dB.
The power spectral density of the FBMC signal can be
expressed as in (1) where the CP is set to 0, and the Gk

(f) corresponds to the prototype filter.
The FBMC waveform does not require any external

transmit filter to meet the spectral constraints imposed
on the adjacent channel spectrum leakage, while as
already underlined earlier CP-OFDM requires a transmit
lowpass filter of around 52 taps applied on both real and
imaginary parts of the signal assuming an occupied
bandwidth of 7.2 MHz.
OFDM/OQAM structure is based on the transmulti-

plexer described in Figure 8 and consists in a serial-to-
parallel conversion, an OQAM pre-processing, and
synthesis filters. An analysis filter followed by the
OQAM post-processing completes the receiver. Hirosaki
[55] has shown that the structure may be efficiently
implemented using an inverse FFT, followed by a poly-
phase network (PPN) structure as illustrated in Figure
8b.
The complexity of FBMC can then be evaluated and

compared with CP-OFDM. A simple way to estimate
complexity is to evaluate the total number of real multi-
plications for both options. Assuming split-radix imple-
mentation of the IFFT and FFT, the number of real
multiplications per multicarrier symbol is given in [56]

Table 3 Complexity of transmit filter as a function of occupied bandwidth

Carrier
spacing

Occupied
bandwidth (MHz)

Number of active
carriers

Guard
bandwidth (MHz)

Requirement on Tx filter rejection to meet
55 dB rejection
(dB)

Length of baseband
Tx filter

15 kHz 7.8 520 0.1 35.4 230

7.2 480 0.4 30.5 52

6.0 400 1.0 25.4 18

3.2 240 2.2 20.4 6

Figure 7 Power Spectral Density–CP-OFDM versus FBMC (7.2-MHz occupied bandwidth).
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for the FBMC modulator and demodulator. For OFDM,
the complexity is determined by the IFFT and FFT of
size N.

CFBMC = 4
(
2N +

(
N

(
log2 (N) − 3

)
+ 4

)
+ 2KN

)
CCP−OFDM = 2

(
N

(
log2 (N) − 3

)
+ 4

)
,

(2)

In (2), N is the number of carriers in the FFT, and the
FBMC prototype filter spans over K OFDM symbols.
Equation (2) does not include the complexity of the
transmit filter. Using the same parameters as used for
building Table 4, we can compare the complexities of
FBMC and CP-OFDM as a function of the occupied
bandwidth.
As FBMC does not require any transmit filter, as its

in-built filter matches adjacent channel requirement; its
complexity does not change with the occupied band-
width. For CP-OFDM, complexities of modulation and
demodulation are heavily dependent on the length of
the transmit filter. Values in Table 4 do not take com-
plexity of the equalizer into account. When considered,
complexity figures are mitigated, and CP-OFDM and
FBMC are expected to be comparable.
Its ability to perform spectrum aggregation is another

challenge a waveform adapted to the TVWS must face.
Opportunistic users may get access to a spectrum that

is already heavily fragmented. If the spectral needs are
not met in a contiguous space of spectrum, then some
form of aggregation should be realized. An efficient
form of spectrum aggregation is the OFDM-based spec-
trum pooling as presented in [57]. The idea is to match
the bandwidth of one sub-band with an integer multiple
of the carrier spacing, Δ, used by the opportunist
transmitter.
An example of multicarrier-based spectrum pooling

is given in Figure 9. Two key advantages have been
identified for the transceiver architecture. First, the
input of the IFFT can be fed with zeros at frequencies
where incumbent users are present, while vacant sub-
bands are used for transmission by the opportunistic
radio. Second, the FFT operation required at the recei-
ver to invert the modulation may also be used to
monitor spectral activity of the other users at no extra
cost. Both OFDM and FBMC may theoretically be sui-
ted to multicarrier-based spectrum pooling. However,
in the TVWS context, the 55 dB adjacent channels’
rejection cannot be met without a very complex and
programmable band-pass transmit filter in the CP-
OFDM case, whereas FBMC would simply requires
“switching on and off” the appropriate carriers at the
transmitter.
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Figure 8 Modulation/Demodulation of OFDM/OQAM. (a) direct structure. (b) FFT and PPN.

Table 4 Complexity comparison in number of real multiplications per symbol (N = 1024, K = 4)

Carrier
spacing

Occupied bandwidth
(MHz)

Complexity CP-
OFDM

Complexity of Tx filter for CP-
OFDM

Total complexity CP-
OFDM

Total complexity
FBMC

15 kHz 7.8 14 344 471 040 485 384 69 648

7.2 106 496 120 840

6.0 36 864 51 208

3.2 12 288 26 632
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Figure 10 shows the CP-OFDM spectrum in the case
of spectrum pooling where channels [-20 MHz; -12
MHz] and [4 MHz; 20 MHz] are available for secondary
transmission, and frequencies below -20 MHz and
above 20 MHz, as well as [-12 MHz; 4 MHz] are allo-
cated to incumbent system. The OFDM transmit filter
rejects adjacent band leakage power on the spectrum
below -20 MHz and above 20 MHz, but not in the [-12
MHz; 4 MHz] band. On the other hand, the FBMC
built-in filtering feature adapts to spectrum availability
even in the fragmented case.

5 Conclusion
In this article, TVWS was discussed as a new and pro-
mising opportunity for CR. In these bands, some coun-
tries have assessed technical requirements for
incumbent detection and opportunistic communication.
Considering these requirements, technical options were
reviewed and discussed. The access to interleaved spec-
trum requires spectrum vacancy assessment to insure
that no harmful interference with incumbents is

guaranteed. Significant study has been carried out in the
field of spectrum sensing. This article showed that the
regulator’s requirements are difficult to achieve, specifi-
cally when sensing allowed time is limited. TV broadcast
signals have features that can be exploited and the US
regulation requirements can be met, when measure-
ments can be performed over several seconds. This
implies low mobility of the sensor. As far as wireless
microphones are concerned, it was shown that detection
is even more difficult because of the evanescence of the
signal. Geo-location techniques translate the detection
issue into a more complex global system architecture,
which requires an up-to-date maintained, and reliable
database, as well as means to insure that opportunistic
radios can query the database. This requires another
radio or a wired access to the database. Communication
schemes for TVWS were also discussed. It was shown
that despite its prominence in modern broadband
radios, CP-OFDM has some drawbacks for TVWS
operation. Indeed, CP-OFDM sidelobes make it inap-
propriate in adjacent channels, unless expensive

f

Subbands available for 
opportunistic user

f

Subbands available for 
opportunistic user

Figure 9 Example of multicarrier-based spectrum pooling.

Figure 10 Multicarrier-based spectrum pooling, CP-OFDM versus FBMC.
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rejection filters are used. Furthermore, new services
claim for broadband access, which may be difficult to
achieve in on TV channels of 6-8 MHz. Spectrum pool-
ing is an appealing approach to virtually elaborate wider
channels, but again CP-OFDM is not applicable because
of unaffordable out-of-band leakage. FBMC was pre-
sented as a valid alternative to CP-OFDM, as it achieves
both adjacent coexistence and spectrum pooling.
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